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What is the intent of this Rule Proposal?

To add one class only to the new restricted engine class format to allow Gas/AP style vehicles
to compete with manual transmission and clutch.
There are currently many Pro Stock style vehicles (old and late) which are sitting around in
sheds not being raced which are already setup with bellhousings and manual transmissions and
could slot straight in without the high cost associated with converting over to auto trans to meet
the current auto rule set (changes for modifying to auto - auto trans, shifter, shield, converter,
tin-work, tailshaft etc etc).
This simple addition would slot straight into AP and we would immediately get additional
vehicles onto the track based on the inquiries/requests i have received.
Proposed Amendment

Add new class E/AP into Super Stock.
Same rules as E/APA with the exception of allowing manual trans up to 5 speeds and
non-lockup clutch. Manual shift only (as per current Pro Stock requirements).
Minimum and starting Handicap to be 0.15 sec quicker than current E/APA class.

Classes Effected

Nil.
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How does, or can, this rule proposal protect participants and spectators?

No affect.

How is this rule proposal a positive step for ANDRA Drag Racing?

Instant addition of competitors into Group 2 with no negative effect to other competitors.
Recommended to be introduced/implemented into next rulebook for competition in the
2022/2023 season.
Prior to this we would release information to allow competitors to start putting together their
vehicles in readiness for the class introduction/implementation.

What is the positive impact of the rule proposal on other Classes and Brackets?

Boost numbers in Group 2.
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How does the rule proposal ensure increased opportunity for even competition?

Opens up class for new competitors.
Has the appropriate Handicaps applied (v's auto trans cars).

Describe how the rule proposal is practical and encforcable.

Easy to police as its the same basic requirements as existing classes.

Describe how the cost of complying with the rule proposal is reasonable for competitors.

The restrcted engine package is cost effective to build and there are current cars sitting around
ready to go that would meet the new spec and could be racing in a very short time.
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